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● Asaf Bartov  (<-- Hebrew, not Russian, name)
● Volunteer Wikimedian since 2001
● Working for the Wikimedia Foundation since 2011

○ Former grantmaker; funded several CEE Meetings
○ Focused on capacity-building ([[m:CCD]], [[m:CCM]])
○ Now working on an online learning platform for Wikimedia

● I know many CEE Wikimedians; if I don't know you, 
please do get in touch and introduce yourself!

Hello!

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Community_Capacity_Development
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Community_Capacity_Map


How many times 
have you tried to 

interest someone in 
contributing to 

Wikimedia?



How many times 
were you told: 

"Very nice, but it's 
not for me."?



Thesis 1:
More than 90% of those people 

could get interested in 
contributing to Wikimedia!  

(but how?)



Thesis 2:
Most people only consider one 
type of activity when deciding 
volunteering with Wikimedia is 

"not for them"



And that one thing is often:

Writing a 
new article 

on 
Wikipedia



Of course, 
you and I

know that:



There must be(*)

101 Ways to 
contribute to 
Wikimedia!

* at least!



1. Writing a new article on Wikipedia
2. Expanding an existing article on Wikipedia
3. Correcting spelling and grammar
4. Reading an article and leaving feedback on the 

talk page
5. Adding useful inline wikilinks or See also links
6. Improving categorization

Ways to contribute



...
22. Adding a citation for a fact (e.g. [[m:1lib1ref]])
23. Translating an article from/into another 
language
24. Creating an illustration for an article
25. Restoring an old photograph
26. Add maps to illustrate articles
27. Help reach out to subject-matter experts 
...

Ways to contribute

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/The_Wikipedia_Library/1Lib1Ref


...
46. Proofread a page on Wikisource
47. Scan old books for Wikisource
48. Upload photography to Commons
49. Categorize images on Commons
50. Integrate media on Wikipedia articles
51. Nominate or judge valued/quality images on 
Commons
...

Ways to contribute



...
67. Fix dead links
68. Offer an opinion in content disputes
69. Mediate in disputes
70. Organize a photo walk event
71. Organize a meetup / talk (not necessarily as 
speaker!)
72. Investigate copyright violations
...

Ways to contribute



...
84. Develop a software tool (bot etc.)
85. Create a partnership between the community 
and an institution
86. Teach a How to make the most of Wikipedia 
class
87. Teach anything using Wikimedia resources
...

Ways to contribute



...
And don't even get me started about Wikidata and 
Abstract Wikipedia! ;)
...

Ways to contribute



So again,
you and I know this.

But how can others 
find out?



Does Wikipedia tell 
them about all these 

different ways to 
help?



Eh, sort of...



There isn't a single, explicit call-to-action on the main 
page!

None of these links would tell you about the need for 
help with photo restoration, proofreading pages, API 
programming, categorization, or dispute resolution.



(what is it like on 
your home wiki?)



So maybe you clicked 
around, or someone 

shared a link, and 
you found 

[[WP:BACKLOG]]...



Now what?

How do I "sort stubs"? How do I copy to 
Commons? What do I do with non-free content? 
Or watermarks? etc.



But what if...



What if we behaved 
as though we 

actually want new 
people in all these 

roles?



1. We would have a page (or page with sub-pages) 
encouraging all kinds of contribution
a. Attractively designed
b. Organized by multiple vectors (material, method, 

skills, difficulty)
c. Explicitly inviting participation

What would that look like?



2. For each activity type we would have:
a. A brief text description
b. A brief video tutorial demonstrating UI and method.
c. Clear expression of pre-requisites 

("programming ability", "access to a library", "ability with graphics 
software", etc.)

d. A designated path to mentorship (usernames, a talk 
page, real-time chat) for that specific task

What would that look like?



Wouldn't that be 
nice?



What's keeping us 
from living in that 

future?



● We're busy doing Actual Work™
● It feels like a lot of work
● Maybe others would reject this initiative
● ...?

Reasons we don't do it



● English Wikipedia's [[WP:Task Center]] was created in 
2006!  But:
○ No video tutorials
○ Some of the explanation pages are overwhelming 

and intricately-details, not specifically aimed at 
new contributors

○ Isn't actually actively shown to anyone. How would 
people discover it?

● ...other examples?

There have been attempts!









With a handful of interested Wikimedians, we can:
● Craft such resources for each activity type (gradually, 

one at a time)
● Make generic video scripts that can then be 

screen-recorded in each local language wiki
● Conduct experimentation (even A/B tests) with 

exposing the contribution page and per-task 
resources to readers, measuring recruitment

We can make it happen



In conclusion...



Are you in?
[[m:101 ways to contribute to 

Wikimedia]]

[[m:101]]

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/101_ways_to_contribute_to_Wikimedia
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/101_ways_to_contribute_to_Wikimedia
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/101_ways_to_contribute_to_Wikimedia


THANK YOU
Questions and ideas welcome!

Keep in touch!

asaf@wikimedia.org
@abartov

[[m:101]]

mailto:asaf@wikimedia.org
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/101_ways_to_contribute_to_Wikimedia

